KEYSCAPE

“THE EXPORT TO REVIT FEATURE IN
KEYSCAPE ENABLES US TO MODEL
DESIGNS PRODUCTIVELY”
Kevin Smith, SLR Consulting
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WITH THE ABILITY TO MODEL 3D TERRAIN AND SHARE DATA WITH OTHER
SOFTWARE, KEYSCAPE HAS REALLY IMPROVED PROCESSES

KEYSCAPE
PROFESSIONAL LANDSCAPE DESIGN SOFTWARE

CLIENT
OFFERING ONE SINGLE
SOLUTION THAT TAKES YOU
FROM CONCEPT THROUGH
DETAILED DESIGN AND
CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION
“The export to Revit feature in
KeySCAPE has enabled us to
model landscape designs more
productively and allows us to add
that extra level of detail. Export to
Revit has signiﬁcantly improved
our workﬂow when engaging with
architects using Revit.”

SOLUTION
EXPORT TO REVIT FEATURE IN KEYSCAPE
SLR Consulting has used KeySCAPE on many projects since purchasing
over a decade ago. Without the export to Revit feature it would have been
extremely diﬃcult to place individual plants to correct densities within Revit.
Now with the ability to model 3D terrain and being able to transfer the data
quickly and eﬃciently between other software, such as Revit and Civil 3D,
KeySCAPE has really improved how it shares data with clients.

“We have been extremely happy with both the support and training
oﬀered by Keysoft Solutions and KeySCAPE would always be the software
I would recommend for landscape designers.”

Kevin Smith, Principal
SLR Consulting

KEYSCAPE
CLIENT PROFILE
SLR Consulting provides global
environmental and advisory
solutions from a network of oﬃces
in North America, Asia-Paciﬁc,
Africa and Europe. It works with
a diverse and growing base of
business, regulatory and
government clients specialising in
the oil and gas, mining and minerals,
infrastructure, built environment,
industry and power sectors.

KeySCAPE oﬀers a single solution that takes you from concept through
detailed design and contract documentation and beyond. Enhanced utilities
and presentation options allow you to quickly create and modify design
proposals to meet the changing requirements of clients. Our ﬂexible design
approach allows you to customize the system and manage processes to
streamline your workﬂows.
By providing all the tools a landscape architect requires in a simple application
we allow you to create and edit once improving accuracy, speed of
modiﬁcations and minimizing errors, compared to managing duplicate copies
of the same data within separate applications.
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